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Title of Proposal

Deadline September 30

Canadian Math Kangaroo Contest-Game

Contact
information

Name

Rossitza S. Marinova

The one person and place to
communicate with the
applicant(s).

E-mail

rmarinova@math.concordia.ab.ca

Telephone (780) 378 8430
Fax

(780) 474 1933

Institution or department to administer grant funds
Name

Concordia University College of Alberta

Address

7128 Ada Boulevard

Contact

Marco LoVerso

Edmonton AB T5B 4E4

E-mail

marco.loverso@concordia.ab.ca

CANADA

Telephone

(780) 479-9314

Fax

(780) 474 1933
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Summary

Less than 100 words

Total amount requested in this competition $

12,500

Math Kangaroo is a contest for students in grades 3-12 currently available in Canada in three
cities – Ottawa, Toronto, and Edmonton. This is a European contest, and is perhaps the world's
largest math competition, with more than three million participants worldwide. The main
purpose of this competition is to introduce participants to math challenges in an enjoyable way,
thus, inspiring their further interest and advancement in mathematics. It has the potential to
provide each student with a great and valuable experience in competitive math. We are
applying for financial support from the CMS for expanding the Math Kangaroo across Canada.

Applicants

Put any specific information on the relevant experience or expertise of an applicant in "Other".

Name(s)

Rossitza S. Marinova

E-mail

rmarinova@math.concordia.ab.cavaleria.pandelieva@sympatico.caoz@math.toronto.edu

Position

Assistant Professor

Employer

Concordia University College of Alberta
OCDSB & Mathletica CompetitiveMath.Dept.
Math Training
University
and Math
of Toronto
Enrichm

Address

7128 Ada Boulevard

641 Kirkwood Avenue

8 Leone Drive

Edmonton, AB T5B 4E4

Ottawa, ON K1Z5X5

Toronto, ON M2N 4V4

013650

011722

no

no

no

no

CMS
Member #
Current
grants

Valeria Pandelieva

Olga Zaitseva-Ivrii

Senior/Intermediate Math teacherDirector
(occasional)
of the Tournament of the
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What you propose to do

at most 40 lines

History: The Math Kangaroo originated in France in 1991. The first Canadian edition of the
Math Kangaroo was in 2001, in Ottawa. The 2006 contest was available in Edmonton, Ottawa
and Toronto and had 318 participants.
This is an annual contest designed for students in grades 3-12. In Canada, it is offered in
English or in French. Several training sessions – prior to and/or after the contest – and an
unofficial parents' contest on the contest day proved to be very successful in the past editions.
Math Kangaroo is hosted by institution(s) within a city, as opposed to other competitions, in
which students write tests at school. Central hosting ensures a fair field for all participants.
Inevitably, it requires parents to be involved; however, this also has a positive effect. Parents
and students are equally excited to participate in the contest and in the training sessions. In
2006, there was a minimal fee of $12 per participant to cover the costs of organizing the event,
which included postage, office supplies, prizes, snacks and drinks, gift certificates, training
course instruction, and fees paid to the organizers in Europe. The hosting institutions covered
the costs of advertising and hosting the event. Detailed information on the Canadian Contest is
available on-line at: www.math.concordia.ab.ca/~marinova/kangaroo/
Ongoing work: We have recently launched a campaign for expanding the contest nationally. So
far, we have representatives from Alberta, Ontario, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Manitoba,
and Quebec.
Proposed activities: Expanding the contest nationally is associated with increasing entry
numbers. This requires processing large amounts of information at both local and national
levels, coordination of organizers, and exchanging information with contestants. Therefore, our
priority task is to enhance the Website. It has to provide a functionality to facilitate the process
of advertising the contest. An on-line user account management system is an important
component for administering the registration process and the communication between
organizers and participants. A French version of the Website is mandatory in a bilingual country
such as Canada. Training sessions and other educational forms associated with the contest
(on-line consultations, workshops, etc.) are intended to attract more students to mathematics
and to provide an ongoing enriched learning experience. We wish to continue offering training
for a symbolic or no additional fee to ensure that all students would be able to afford it. The
membership to the International Association "Kangourou sans frontieres", and in particular, the
requirement for participation in the Annual meeting where selection of the problems takes place
is associated with increased cost for administering and coordinating the contest internationally.
Request: Therefore, we are asking for an endowment grant over three years to cover some of
the costs associated with the extension of the contest across Canada. The CMS logo will
appear on the Website, contest materials, prizes, and reports. Support from the CMS will be
used to attract other funding.
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Budget

Use Tab key to navigate
Description

Revenue

Registration fee (based on $12 per participant)

6000

12000

18000

Institutions' contribution (hosting and advertising)

1000

2000

2500

Other

500

1000

1500

4000

5000

19000

27000

CMS Endowment Grant requested 3500
Total Revenue $

11000
Expenses

Postage, advertising, supplies

2000

4000

6000

Awards, sponsorship

1000

3000

4000

Website development and maintenance

2000

1500

1500

Training course instructions and student paper markers

2500

5500

9000

Administering and coordinating internationally and within Canada
3000

4000

5000

Souvenirs, consumables, etc., at the contest day

500

1000

1500

11000

19000

27000

Total Expenses $
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Other

Funding, partners, revenue potential, information on applicants such as publications or awards, at most 20
lines.

Partners: University of Ottawa, University of Toronto, Concordia University College,
Carleton-Ottawa Math Association, and Canadian Mathematical Society.
Applicants: The applicants have been actively involved in elementary and secondary
mathematics education, including teaching at mathematical high school; leading math clubs,
seminars, and math camps; organizing various math contests. Valeria Pandelieva is a math
teacher certified in Ontario and overseas, with broad experience in the field of competitive
math. She has been teaching, tutoring, and coaching students with higher interest and abilities
in mathematics; is involved in correspondence programs; and is the co-author of several books
and papers on topics related to mathematics competitions. In June 2006, she participated in
the ICMI Study 16 conference on "Challenging Mathematics in and beyond the Classroom".
Olga Ivrii holds a master’s degree in mathematics. She has 25 years of experience working
with mathematically talented students in Russia and Canada. Olga Ivrii took part in the Gelfand
Correspondence Program in Mathematics. She was a team leader in several Summer
Conferences of International Tournament of the Towns. Since 2001 she is the President of
Tournaments of the Towns in Toronto. Rossitza S. Marinova is an assistant professor of
mathematics and computing science at Concordia University College of Alberta. She has been
an active researcher and educator with more than 35 publications in various areas of
mathematics and computing science.

Project start date

January 1, 2007

Finish date
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December 31, 2009

